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curve appeal

interior design / tricia huntley, huntley & co. interior Design
home builder / robert mccoy anD garrett graue, seagate construction group

shapely furnishings in beachy hues anD natural textures fashion  
a calming oceansiDe escape for a couple always on the go. 

written by kimberly olson / photography by kevin allen
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T
hey’re out-and-about people with really fun 
personalities,” says washington, D.c.-based 
designer tricia huntley of her clients who 
came to Delray beach in search of a warm-
weather getaway from the colder climate in 

their hometown of the nation’s capital. and they found 
it in a sunshine-filled oceanfront condo, where the close 
proximity to the area’s bustling shops and restaurants 
was ideal for their active lifestyle. at the same time, 
they wanted their vacation home to offer serenity for 
themselves and their guests, including their three 
grown children.

to achieve that feeling of relaxation in the interiors, 
simplicity was key. “they wanted a sense of modernity, 
but a livable, beachy version of that,” huntley explains. 
“it was about combining clean and modern with soft and 
textural. and the subtle palette calms everything down. 
when you have such vivid views from outside, you don’t 
need to overwhelm things on the inside.” 

like many buildings in prime locations, the condo’s 
floor plan was designed to maximize the views, resulting 
in a layout with lots of sharp angles. so huntley used 
organic forms—round tables and rugs, globe lights and 
furnishings with graceful curves—to take the edge off. 
“it’s subtle, but it softens the geometry,” she explains. “i 
like to repeat either shapes or a motif or a color to create 
a thread that unifies all of the rooms. it pulls everything 
together and makes people feel good about being in that 
space.” therefore, beachy hues follow out to the terrace, 
as well, where sandy beige and vibrant turquoise assigned 
to modern furnishings remind the owners of their seaside 
surroundings. “the outdoor market has become so  

sinuous shapes fill the living room, seen 
in chairs from cuffhome in los angeles, 
wearing theo fabric, and a Kravet sofa 

with a pillow in gretchen bellinger’s blue 
eelskin. the tray ceiling is enhanced by 
an oluce fixture from DDc in new york. 

mcguire barstools pull up to a countertop 
installed by gbJ tile & marble, beneath 

Vistosi pendants. hallmark floors’ wood 
flooring is from gulfstream carpet. 
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a custom banquette provides window-side dining in the breakfast area; the cushions, fabricated by associated 
interior Designer service, wear a calvin fabrics textile from Donghia. woven niedermaier chairs surround a table 

from egg collective in brooklyn, while a large half-dome light fixture—by oluce from DDc—provides nighttime 
illumination. amy lin’s pencil-on-paper is from addison/ripley fine art in washington, D.c.

interesting,” huntley says. “there are so many opportunities  
to play with color, shape and style. it’s not just about 
weather-resistance anymore.”

in the breakfast area adjacent to the kitchen, the 
designer took advantage of the angled walls by working 
with builders robert mccoy and garrett graue to create 
a banquette that gives the space purpose and makes it 
feel integral. “you can look out the window from here, and 
the chairs are tucked into this little nook, so they’re not in the 
flow of traffic,” huntley says. in the entry, however, she had 
graue and mccoy tweak the floor plan. “we reshaped the 
foyer into an octagonal space to create symmetry,” she 
says. “foyers are very important. it’s the first moment you’re 
experiencing when coming home, and it’s the first moment 
friends are experiencing when visiting.”

other interior detailing was added, as well, such as 
tray ceilings in the living room and master bedroom. 
“a large expanse of ceiling overhead can feel confining,” 
huntley says. “creating an architectural moment by 

carving out a little extra height and adding molding breaks 
up the plane and speaks to the seating arrangement 
below.” graue and mccoy worked diligently to heighten 
the ceilings and perfect the finished look. “you’re 
restricted by the slab and the deck above, so you only 
have so much space to work with, and you have to 
incorporate all of the air conditioning, fire sprinklers and 
lighting,” mccoy says. “we squeezed out every inch of 
the ceiling height that we could.”

the trio also collaborated—along with atlantic 
architectural millwork—to incorporate decorative trim and 
moldings throughout the condo, and cabinetry in white 
oak with a special stain. “i love millwork because it adds 
substance to the perimeter,” huntley says. “it gives an 
apartment a little gravitas and makes it feel more like a 
home. i was able to do the drawings for the millwork, and 
then garrett and rob would work with their shop guys, 
and they’d come back with just what i was describing. 
we had a dream team.” 

a coffee table from mecox centers 
the living room along with a rug from 
niba rug collections. a custom 
bausman & company cabinet from 
J. lambeth & company conceals a 
pop-up television and presents tony 
sheeder’s abstract art from anton 
gallery. the flos floor lamp is from 
Design within reach. 
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the lanai affords tropical 
views and comfortable 

seating through whimsical 
ligne roset chairs with 
bold turquoise cushions. 

the chairs surround a 
branch dining table by 

Janus et cie. 

the condo’s new millwork includes a distinctive 
wood-paneled headboard wall that huntley designed 
for the master bedroom. “i wanted to introduce some 
warmth into the bedroom without it being too precious,” 
she says. “i’d already used furnishings that were a little 
luxurious and feminine, but when it’s a married couple, 
you want to speak to both individuals. there’s a sense 
of wanting to bring warmth upward without feeling too 
feminine, and wood is such a nice way to do that. also, 
they didn’t want a high headboard, so this helps marry 
the floor and the ceiling.” 

warmth and comfort indeed were the watchwords, 
from furnishings to finishes to accessories. the husband 
appreciates floorcoverings that feel good underfoot, so 
the rugs are soft and luxurious yet durable enough to 

handle sandy feet coming in from the beach. “another note 
is the custom-colored Venetian plaster that tricia put on the 
walls in the main living room,” graue says. “the condo is 
so tastefully designed with soft-modern finishes. we have 
completed everything from ultra-contemporary residential 
units with floating stairs and vanities to extremely traditional 
ones with clive christian cabinetry and wood countertops 
imported from europe. but this was a style that spoke 
to everyone.”

meanwhile, huntley’s choices play beautifully off the 
surrounding sea and sky. “there’s something so great 
about the light in florida,” she says. “you can use a 
really quiet palette and see all of the subtleties. the icy 
blues and greens and all of these warm woods look so 
beautiful in that light.” 

the terrace also features 
an outdoor living area, 
complete with a Janus  
et cie sofa in Donghia 
fabric and an ultramodern 
wing chair by ligne roset. 
the cocktail table and 
patterned rug are also  
by Janus et cie. 
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left: a poliform bed in the master 
suite features a headboard in J. 
robert scott velvet. the modern 
light fixture is by apparatus studio; 
it’s anchored by a stenciled pattern 
that reminds designer tricia huntley 
of a mariner’s compass—a nautical 
nod to the condo’s locale. 

opposite top: bedside is a pair of 
leather tables by made goods; the 
light is a vintage robert sonneman 
sconce found at liz’s antique 
hardware in los angeles. phillip 
Jeffries wallcovering from holly 
hunt, installed by stu clark, wraps 
the master hallway, which exhibits 
Julie wolfe’s mixed-media art. 

opposite bottom: a rug by niba rug 
collections anchors a phase Design 
bench. for the coverlet, huntley 
used fabrics by calvin Klein home 
for Kravet and bart halpern, whose 
sheers from Donghia back a desk 
from usona, a chair from De la 
espada and a lamp from rewire. the 
watercolors are by nathan oliveira.




